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Recharge all your devices easily and safely with a range of 
powerful, compact accessories.

WALL CHARGER - 45W GaN
FOR LAPTOP - TABLET - SMARTPHONE

Weight : 82 g I Dimensions : 82 x 45 x 27 mm

1 USB-C port 45W Max + 1 USB-A port 18W Max +

Compact, lightweight format+

GRS-certified 100% recycled plastic+

GaN component+

Compatible with all European power outlets  
(type C/E/F) 

+

Compatible Power Delivery et Quick Charge+

Quick Charge technology: for USB-A charging ports.
This technology speeds up and optimises the charging process for batteries in smartphones, tablets and other electronic devices, by 
increasing the charging power to fill the battery more quickly. 
 
Power Delivery / PPS (Programmable Power Supply) technology: For USB-C charging ports.
These technologies speed up and optimise charging while adjusting the power delivered according to the device being charged. The 
mains adapter will not deliver the same power to charge a smartphone as it will to charge a tablet. This makes for faster, more efficient 
recharging, while preserving and extending battery life.
 
GaN (Gallium Nitride) component:
This component enables more efficient and compact electronic systems that reduce energy losses. Mains adapters equipped with this 
GaN component consume less energy while being smaller and lighter than traditional adapters.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MOBILIS™, the MOBILIS™  logos (MOBILIS® logos Care & Carry logo and M logo), and other distinctive signs appearing on this packaging are trademarks of MOBILIS DEVELOPMENT. All logos are also protected by Copyright. Designed in France. Made in R.PC. 
Non-contractual drawings & pictures.

Ref Product designation EAN Code

001363 Wall Charger - 45W - 1 USB A + 1 USB C - GaN 3700992530413

Packed product weight Packed product dimensions SPCB quantity PCB quantity

102 g 90 x 150 x 35 mm 20 40

LOAD POWER DISTRIBUTION

Power use fort  
2 simultaneous ports

Power use for 1 port

Compact, lightweight formatUniversal compatibility

PLUS PRODUCT

Optional charging cable

Cable :  
USB-A > USB-C (Ref. 001278) 
USB-C > USB-C (Ref. 001342)


